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Subjective Assessment of BitDetect—A Mechanism for
Energy-Aware Multimedia Content Adaptation

Arghir-Nicolae Moldovan and Cristina Hava Muntean

Abstract—As mobile devices are becoming more compact and
powerful and as they start to be increasingly used for accessing
power-hungry multimedia streaming applications, there is an
increasing need for mechanisms to efficiently manage the limited
battery power resources. This is especially important as the
battery capacity has not kept up with the power requirements of
an increasing number of mobile device features and “always on”
connected users. Adaptive multimedia-based power-saving mech-
anisms often decrease the clip bitrate to increase the mobile device
battery life, without considering the effect of these degradations
on the user-perceived quality. This paper proposes BitDetect, a
mechanism that uses objective video quality assessment metrics to
detect content-specific video bitrate levels that enable saving bat-
tery power while maintaining good user perceived quality. Results
from a subjective study indicate that the recommended bitrate
offers good user-perceived quality across different multimedia
clips. Furthermore, experimental tests indicate that significant
battery power can be saved by using the recommended bitrates
when streaming multimedia clips to a mobile device.

Index Terms—Battery power saving, bitrate estimation, objec-
tive assessment metrics, subjective video quality assessment.

I. INTRODUCTION

M OBILE devices such as smartphones and tablets are be-
coming increasingly popular among Internet users, with

smartphone sales alone being estimated to reach 850 million
worldwide by 2015 [1]. As these devices come with larger and
crisper screens, high-speed connectivity, faster processors and
improved graphics, they started to be usedmore andmore for ac-
cessing multimedia rich applications such as video-on-demand
(VoD), IPTV, video conferencing, mobile learning, etc. In this
context, multimedia content production and consumption is in-
creasing fast, industry forecasts estimating that by 2015 mobile
video will account for 66% of the total mobile data traffic [2].
Multimedia applications usually require medium to high bi-

trates to achieve high quality levels, and the fast increase in
video traffic puts significant pressure on the wireless networks,
with congestion problems expected to continue over the coming
years, despite significant advances in terms of network capacity
[3]. Additionally, a number of other challenges are faced when
delivering multimedia content to mobile devices over wireless
networks. These are mainly caused by the high variety of mobile
devices and their characteristics (e.g. screen size, processing
power, battery life, etc.), as well as by the wireless networks
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whose performance is highly influenced by the environment and
by other factors such as, for instance the number of connections
at a time and the traffic load.
In particular, the limited battery life still represents an impor-

tant issue for mobile devices [4], despite the significant effort
that is put into creating low-power device components, more
energy efficient applications and protocols, as well as new bat-
tery technologies. Mobile devices are becoming smaller and
more compact, while incorporating new features, larger screens,
faster processors and multiple broadband connectivity such as
WiFi, 3G and 4G. All these pay their price in terms of battery
life, as even the latest, top of the line devices can barely last for
a couple of days of moderate usage. For example, the iPhone
4S smartphone has a battery rated at 6 hours of internet usage
over 3G and 10 hours of video playback [5]. However, the bat-
tery life will be considerably reduced below these values when
streaming online video, as many users would do nowadays.
Given this wide variety of issues with multimedia content de-

livery over wireless networks, much research effort has concen-
trated on proposing solutions to provide users with a better ser-
vice and help them get the most out of their devices. Adaptive
multimedia strategies were shown to be viable solutions to over-
come issues with the variable network resources and the mobile
device characteristics. Adaptive multimedia can also be used
to extend mobile devices’ battery life [6], for example by con-
verting the multimedia content to lower quality versions. While
significantly less power is required to receive, decode and dis-
play these versions, finding the right balance between quality
degradation and power saving is a challenging task, especially
when dealing with quality-aware users.
This paper addresses this last challenge and proposes BitDe-

tect, a quality-aware mechanism to decrease the video bitrate of
multimedia content in order to save the mobile device battery
power.BitDetectusesobjectivevideoquality assessmentmetrics
todetecta thresholdup towhich thevideobitratecanbedecreased
while maintaining a good level of user-perceived quality. A sub-
jective study was conducted to assess the performance of BitDe-
tect across different clips with various characteristics and across
different resolutions. The subjective results show that BitDetect
offers good user-perceived quality level, while significantly de-
creasing the video bitrate, across different categories of educa-
tional multimedia clips. Results from an educational question-
naire also indicate that the recommended bitrates offer a good-
enough quality to support the learning process.Moreover, exper-
imental results show that significantmobile device battery power
can be saved by using the proposedmethodwhen streamingmul-
timedia content to a mobile device.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II presents previous

research work related to this paper, on multimedia content adap-
tation and quality assessment. Section III details the principle of
BitDetect whereas Sections IV and V present the setup and the
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results of the subjective study respectively. Thefinal section con-
cludes the paper and indicates several future work directions.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Multimedia Content Adaptation

Multimedia adaptation aims to addresses issues that affect
end-user Quality of Experience (QoE) when delivering multi-
media content over wired and wireless networks. Content adap-
tation may be driven by network conditions (e.g. available band-
width) [7], device characteristics (e.g. screen size, processing
capabilities, battery life [8], etc.), user expectations [9], prefer-
ences, context [10], etc.
Various adaptive solutions have been proposed to overcome

the issues with wireless networks and mobile devices. Some
of these may address specific problems, while other are more
generic and can be used to overcome issues with both mobile
devices and wireless networks.
1) Generic Methods: Most adaptive solutions addressing

wireless network-related issues adjust the throughput of the
multimedia stream to the available bandwidth, by adapting the
transmission rate of the streamed packet flow, or by adapting
the quality of the multimedia clip. These solutions can be
roughly classified in: rate control, rate shaping and rate adap-
tive encoding [11].
Rate control mechanisms reduce the data loss and the

buffering associated with network congestion, by adapting the
packet sending rate or by reducing the number of packets to
be delivered. Examples include the TCP Friendly Rate Control
(TFRC) [12], and the Video Transport Protocol (VTP) [13].
In case of TFRC the server estimates the rate based on the
packet size, the packet loss rate and the time until receiving
the ACK packets. VTP enables a smoother rate adaptation by
continuously monitoring the existing rate and by introducing
an algorithm to discriminate between transmission-based loss
and congestion-induced loss.
Rate shaping techniques adapt the rate by dropping part of the

information such as entire frames, groups of pixels from specific
frames, bit-planes in pixels, etc. [14].
Rate adaptive encoding solutions adjust the rate bymodifying

the values of the encoding parameters. Parameters that can be
adapted include the spatial and temporal resolutions, the bitrate,
the number of B-frames, etc. [11]. In general, these solutions
adapt equally the entire frame area of the multimedia clip. For
example QOAS [15], reduces the video bitrate of themultimedia
clip to decrease the loss caused by increased traffic in the net-
work. An example of a different solution that selectively reduces
the quality of the multimedia clip is ROIAS [16]. This involves
detecting the areas of maximum user interest (AMUI), andwhen
necessary, affecting the quality of the regions users are less in-
terested in. Two versions were proposed, linear-ROIAS and log-
arithmic-ROIAS, which were shown to improve the quality on
the AMUI when compared to QOAS [17].
Rate control, rate shaping and rate adaptive solutions can also

be used to overcome issues with the mobile devices due to dif-
ferent screen sizes, processing capability, battery capacity, etc.
For example, the SVC (Scalable Video Codec) [18] extension of

the H.264/AVC standard is an adaptive solution that can be used
to address both network and device related issues. SVC enables
temporal, spatial and fidelity scalability, as well as ROI (Region
of Interest) scalability.
2) Power-Aware Methods: The battery capacity still repre-

sents one of the key limitations of mobile devices, especially
when considering the power hungry nature of multimedia ap-
plications. Therefore, various researchers have explored possi-
bilities for adapting the multimedia streaming in order to extend
mobile devices’ battery life. The use of rate control and adaptive
encoding techniques for decreasing the battery power needed to
receive, decode and display the multimedia content were con-
sidered.
Rate control-based solutions mainly focus on reducing the

power consumption of the device wireless interface(s), by
maintaining it in a lower power state for longer. The IEEE
802.11 standard integrates a mechanism called Power Saving
Model (PSM) which allows the wireless card to go in a sleep
state during the inactive periods [19]. Mechanisms to conserve
the device battery power are also implemented in next genera-
tion wireless cellular networks such as IEEE 802.16m WiMAX
and 3GPP LTE [20]. IEEE 802.16m provides advanced power
saving mechanisms based on the enhanced versions of the
legacy IEEE 802.16 sleep and idle modes, while LTE adopts a
discontinuous reception mechanism for power conservation.
Since PSM was shown to not be very effective for real-time

multimedia streaming due to the continuous packets flow
[21], researchers have proposed to reshape the traffic flow and
send the packets in bursts, thus allowing the WNIC to sleep
between data reception intervals. Solutions include buffering
the incoming data on the mobile device, or buffering the data
corresponding so several beacon intervals at an intermediate
node and releasing it only after the mobile device wakes up
several times to check for incoming data [22]. To maintain
the WLAN interface in sleep mode for significant periods of
time during VoIP calls, the GreenCall algorithm uses sleep
and wake-up schedules, where the sleep periods are computed
based on the maximum delay that a user can tolerate during a
conversation [23].
Solutions based on adaptive encoding techniques aim to de-

crease the power consumption by providing the end-user device
with a version of themultimedia clip that is less energy expensive
to be received and/or processed by the mobile device. These ver-
sionsarecreatedbychangingthevideocompressiontoa lesscom-
putational intensive one, or by decreasing encoding parameters
such as the bitrate, the resolution or the frame rate [24], [25].Var-
ious versions can be created off-line, in which case the adaptive
mechanismselects themostsuitableversiontobedisplayedbased
on the available device battery power. Alternatively, the multi-
media clip can be converted on thefly using real time transcoding
on the server or at an intermediate proxy node [26].
Adaptive multimedia solutions to facilitate power saving

through Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) on
various device components, have also been proposed. Baker
et al. [27] proposed a solution to generate H.264 compressed
streams with low priority macroblocks that can be ignored by
the decoder based on the user preferences, in order to reduce the
CPU workload and the associated power consumption through
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DVFS. Amiri et al. [28] proposed a transcoding scheme to gen-
erate H.264 streams that are tolerant to defective memory cells
of the decoding buffer, enabling power saving through voltage
scaling on the memories. This solution has good power saving
potential, as memories increase their share of the mobile device
power consumption with the shift towards System-on-Chips
(SoCs). Shin et al. [29] proposed to reduce the power consump-
tion of OLED displays, by scaling down the voltage supply,
and applying a solution based on human perceived color space
to compensate the degradations occurring for bright clips.
Literature review shows that multimedia content adaptation

can be used to significantly reduce mobile devices’ battery
power consumption, in all the stages of multimedia streaming:
reception, decoding and displaying.

B. Multimedia Quality Assessment

Various factors influence the quality of the multimedia con-
tent that is being delivered to an end-user. These factors are spe-
cific to the media encoding, to the network transmission and to
the content itself [30]. Multimedia quality is limited by parame-
ters such as the resolution, the frame rate, the codec and the level
of compression used, and is prone to further degradations during
transmission, due to variable network conditions. Furthermore,
the quality may also be influenced by the performance of the
device and the application displaying the content, as well as by
factors related to the viewers such as their visual acuity, expec-
tations, capacity to assimilate information, etc.
Multimedia quality assessment aims to address both the

Quality of Service (QoS) and the broader aspect of user QoE.
While QoS is a measure of service performance, being mainly
concerned with network performance and data transmission,
QoE was recently adopted by ITU-T to describe “the overall
acceptability of an application or service as perceived subjec-
tively by the end-user” [31].
Various methods for assessing the video and audio quality of

multimedia applications have been proposed. However, since
the BitDetect mechanism presented in this paper involves re-
ducing the video bitrate of a multimedia clip, only methods for
video quality assessment are presented. The video quality can
be evaluated using subjective methods and objective metrics.
1) Subjective Assessment Methods: Subjective methods are

considered the most accurate and reliable way for assessing the
video quality. Several methods are standardized by ITU in the
recommendations ITU-R Rec. BT.500 [32] for television and
ITU-T Rec. P.910 [33] for multimedia applications. These stan-
dards provide useful guidelines and instructions regarding the
selection of the subjects and of the test material, the setup of the
test environment, the rating scales to be used for assessment, as
well as the methods for analysing the data.
The various methods that are presented in the two recommen-

dations can be classified in two categories: double stimulus (DS)
and single stimulus (SS)methods. In case of DSmethods such as
the Degradation Category Rating (DCR) [33], viewers are pre-
sented with pairs of sequences and are asked to rate either each
sequence individually or to rate the difference between them.
SS methods such as the Absolute Category Rating (ACR) [33],
aim to enable for a higher number of test sequences to be rated in

the same testing duration. Various discrete (e.g. 1-Bad to 5-Ex-
cellent) or continuous (e.g. 1 to 100) scales are used for rating
purposes.
Another subjective method for assessing the video quality of

multimedia applications that is currently standardized by ITU
is SAMVIQ - Subjective Assessment Methodology for Video
Quality [34]. SAMVIQ differs from other existing subjective
methods through its multi-stimulus form of presenting the test
sequences. To enable more accurate ratings, subjects are pro-
vided with access to multiple random sequences at the same
time. Furthermore, the subjects can choose to start, stop and re-
play the sequences as they wish, and to change their ratings.
Subjective quality scores, represented by the Mean Opinion

Score (MOS), are obtained by averaging the ratings across all
viewers. The standard rating scales used to express the MOS
scores, are often considered to not accurately indicate users’ ac-
ceptability as defined by QoE. Therefore new research has con-
centrated to deploy subjective methods based on acceptability
and to map theMOS scores to the latter. Acceptability is defined
as a binary measure for which subjects have to state if they find
the quality acceptable or unacceptable [35].
Although subjective methods are more accurate, they present

many disadvantages. The need for human subjects and for a
controlled environment makes them time and resource expen-
sive. Furthermore these cannot be used repeatedly in various
scenarios such as real time quality monitoring in multimedia
applications. Therefore much effort has been made both by the
industry and the research community, resulting in a significant
number of metrics that try to quantify objectively the video
quality as perceived by human subjects.
2) Objective AssessmentMetrics: Objectivemetricspresenta

number of advantages thatmake themsuitable for awide rangeof
applications such as qualitymonitoring of transmission services,
aswell as performance evaluation and optimization of video pro-
cessing systems [36]. The objective metrics are evaluated de-
pending on how well their values correlate with the subjective
MOS scores. Statistical measures such as the Spearman’s rank
ordered correlation coefficient (SROCC) or root-mean-squared
error (RMSE) are used for this purpose [37].
There are various approaches for classifying these metrics.

Relative to the presence of the original reference signal, these
metrics can be classified in: no-reference (NR), reduced-refer-
ence (RR) and full-reference (FR) metrics [38].
NR metrics have a high flexibility since they do not require

the presence of the original video, unaffected by the factors
under test. The majority of the metrics in this category estimate
the blockiness, a distortion common to block-based compres-
sion algorithms such as H.264. Other, so called bitstream-based
metrics rely mostly on indicators that can be extracted from the
packet stream, without decoding it [39]. Using pertinent factors
such as motion, the authors in [40] have proposed a solution to
predict if a lost packet will be visible in the MPEG-2 video and
with what probability. For a survey of NR metrics based on fac-
tors such as blockiness, blur, jerkiness, ringing, motion patterns,
etc., the reader is directed to [41].
RR metrics use only some information from the reference

video and aim to provide a compromise between the measure-
ment accuracy and flexibility of use. Such information may be
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represented by the amount of motion or spatial detail [39]. The
features extracted have significantly lower bitrates than the ref-
erence signals, being more feasible to be transmitted on a sepa-
rate channel or as an extra header [42].
FR metrics require the presence of the reference video, as

well as precise spatial and temporal synchronizations, and
luminance and color calibration between the original and the
impaired videos. However, with these additional requirements
comes higher quality estimation accuracy. Therefore FR met-
rics are suitable in a laboratory setup for applications such as
for example video codecs benchmarking.
Mean Squared Error (MSE) often converted to the Peak

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), is the most widely used FR
method due to its simplicity, even though is often criticized
for having a poor correlation with the subjective tests [43]. To
overcome its limitations, significant research work has con-
centrated on proposing objective metrics that aim to model the
Human Visual System (HVS) [44]. These metrics incorporate
factors such as color perception, contrast sensitivity or pattern
masking, and were shown to better correlate with the subjec-
tive scores [45]. Examples of such metrics are the Structural
Similarity Index (SSIM) [46] and the Video Quality Metric
(VQM) [47]. SSIM is based on the idea that the human visual
perception is adapted to extract structural information, while
VQM is a metric that measures the effect of multiple factors
such as blurring and blockiness. For a comprehensive review
of RR and FR metrics the reader is directed to [48].
Since the evaluation of objective metrics is usually limited to

indicating how well they correlate with the subjective scores,
clear mappings between the objective values and the equiva-
lent MOS scores are usually not available in the literature. This
makes difficult to interpret how the values of the objective met-
rics reflect the subjective user-perceived video quality. Further-
more, many of the most accurate and popular metrics are based
on the visual statistics and features of natural scenes [48], and
these may not be very accurate for clips that present non-natural
scenes or texts such as for example animations and screencasts.
While there are other non-natural scene-basedmetrics, it is diffi-
cult to identify from the literature which metrics are better to as-
sess the quality of non-natural clips. This is because non-natural
clips are considered to complicate the evaluation of objective
metrics and are usually avoided in the performance evaluation
studies (e.g. [49]). Therefore, more research studies are needed
to link the objective values to the equivalent MOS scores, and to
assess the performance of different metrics across both natural
and non-natural videos with different characteristics.

III. BITDETECT—OBJECTIVE METRICS-BASED BITRATE
ESTIMATION MECHANISM

A. Overview

Multimedia streaming applications make use of various video
compression techniques in order to reduce the video bitrate to
values that are feasible to be transmitted over the existing wired
and wireless networks. Since the video quality is also influenced
by the content characteristics, different clips encoded with the
same bitrate may have different perceived quality levels. There-
fore, for a particular video compression, resolution and frame

rate, more complex and dynamic videos will require higher bi-
trates for the same quality level (e.g. bad, good, or excellent).
In the context of this paper we call a reference bitrate

, a compressed video bitrate value that offers
an excellent visual quality level for the wide majority of the
users, even for a video content with a high level of complexity.
This bitrate corresponds to a particular reference resolution

, and depends on the compression technique
used. Multiple video profiles consisting of pairs of
reference values , can be predefined
and associated to different mobile devices with different screen
resolutions. Alternatively, mobile devices can be grouped in
classes based on their screen resolutions, and a video profile
associated to each class. The multitude of video profiles can be
represented in an abstract form, as in (1).

(1)

where indexes video profiles corresponding to dif-
ferent mobile devices or classes of devices.
Having a video clip with a particular video resolution

, and a video bitrate , a set of reference
versions targeting different mobile devices or classes
of devices can be created by transcoding the clip at different
reference resolutions and the corresponding reference bitrates.
Equations (2) and (3) represent the original clip , and a
particular reference version .

(2)

(3)

Furthermore, the process of creating the reference versions from
the original clip is represented in abstract form, as in (4).

(4)

where indexes reference versions created from the video
clip that correspond to different video profiles. The
number of versions is limited by the number of video pro-
files defined , and by the quality of the original clip .
As indicated by (5), reference versions are created only for the
video profiles with a reference resolution lower than the resolu-
tion of the original clip.

(5)
Furthermore, depending on the content complexity and of the
compression technique used, the bitrates of the reference ver-
sions created are limited both by the bitrates predefined for the
profiles and the bitrate of the original clip, as in (6).

(6)

Ideally, high-resolution uncompressed videos are desired in
order to create high-quality reference versions covering a wide
spectrum of devices. In practice however, only professional
cameras offer uncompressed video recording, while most of
the consumer HD cameras compress the videos to overcome
storage space limitations. Due to additional distortions, the
quality of a reference version created from a compressed
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Fig. 1. BitDetect’s objective metrics-based procedure for detecting the
bitrate threshold.

high-quality source may be significantly lower than the quality
of the same version created from an uncompressed source.
When a user mobile device requests a multimedia clip ,

the reference version with the most suitable resolution is
selected. The BitDetect mechanism decreases the video bitrate
from the reference excellent quality value, in order to save bat-
tery power. The bitrate reduction is done in a quality-aware way,
in the sense that the bitrate is not decreased below a threshold

that still offers a good level of visual quality at the
corresponding resolution . The procedure used by
the BitDetect mechanism to detect the threshold for
multimedia clips with different content characteristics and dif-
ferent resolutions is presented next.

B. Threshold Detection

For a particular reference resolution , the bi-
trate value that provides a good visual quality level may vary
depending on the content characteristics. Therefore, a bitrate
threshold has to be detected separately for each
particular reference version of a particular multimedia
clip . This bitrate threshold has to provide at least a good
user perceived quality level. The 1–5 scale was used when
defining perceived quality levels.
Fig. 1 presents the procedure used by the BitDetect mech-

anism in order to detect the bitrate threshold for a

reference version of a multimedia clip . The mech-
anism consists in creating multiple versions of that multimedia
clip, having the same resolution , but lower video bi-
trate values than the reference bitrate , and estimating
their quality using objective video quality assessment metrics.
The lower bitrate values are generated by gradually de-

creasing the reference bitrate with a fixed step
. The step can be predefined for each particular refer-

ence, depending on the desired granularity (e.g. 32 Kbps, 64
Kbps, 128 Kbps, etc.). The multimedia clip versions
created by the BitDetect mechanism are represented in an
abstract form, as in (7).

(7)

where indexes versions of the multimedia clip with
the resolution created by BitDetect mechanism.
The video bitrate of these versions takes values in a collection,
as in (8).

(8)

The quality of the lower bitrate versions is estimated as
compared to the quality of their corresponding reference version

using the PSNR [43] and SSIM [46] full-reference video
quality assessment metrics. PSNR provides a baseline for video
quality assessment, and continues to be widely used due to its
reduced complexity and computation load. Since PSNR is often
criticized for being a poor quality metric, this is combined with
SSIM, another popular metric that was shown to have a higher
correlation with the subjective tests.
The subjective video quality is usually expressed using dis-

creteMOS scales such as for example a 5-point scale (1—Bad to
5—Excellent). As opposed, the objective metrics return quality
values on various specific continuous scales such as for example
1–100 for PSNR or 0–1 for SSIM. Since the video quality is usu-
ally a non-linear measure, it is difficult to interpret the objective
quality values in terms ofMOS scores.While other metrics were
shown to more accurately predict the subjective scores, PSNR
and SSIM were preferred due to the availability of clear inter-
pretations of their quality values in terms of subjective MOS
scores. However, the BitDetect mechanism can use any other
objective metric as long as its values are mapped to the MOS
scores.
The PSNR for a video sequence is determined based on the

average MSE across all the frames. Since SSIM is an image
quality assessment metric, this is applied to videos by com-
puting it frame-by-frame and averaging the values across all
the frames. After computing the PSNR and SSIM metrics, the
corresponding quality values are translated in discrete quality
levels on the MOS scale ( and ), using
the mapping table proposed by Zinner et al. [50] (see Table I).
The threshold determined by the BitDetect mecha-
nism represents the lowest bitrate value at which at least one of
the and scores is still 5 (Excellent). The
detection mechanism stops when at least one of the
and scores become for the first time equal to 4, after a
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Fig. 2. Representative frames for the eight multimedia clips. (a) Arts. (b) Dubus. (c) Hotness. (d) Hulu. (e) Languagelab. (f) Obesity. (g) Sleep. (h) Sol.

TABLE I
MAPPING OF OBJECTIVE VIDEO QUALITY TO SUBJECTIVE

PERCEIVED QUALITY [50]

reduction in bitrate was applied. Alternatively, the mech-
anism stops when the bitrate of the last version is lower than the

, and thus cannot be decreased any further.
While, other mappings such as for example the one proposed

for PSNR in [51] can be used as well, the mapping from [50]
was preferred as it has higher threshold for the Excellent quality
level (i.e. PSNR 45 dB vs. PSNR 37 dB). Since in prac-
tice the original clips may be already compressed, quality
degradations will be passed to the reference version and
further to . Therefore, using a higher quality threshold
can partially compensate for these degradations.
The BitDetect mechanism can be easily tuned to stop at a

lower quality level, in order to achieve higher bitrate reductions.
This can be done when additional battery power needs to be
saved, or to reduce the impact of transmission related factors
(e.g. loss, jitter, etc.) on the user perceived quality. However,
the subjective study presented in this paper did not address the
impact of network transmission factors.

IV. TESTING SETUP AND METHODOLOGY

A subjective study was conducted to assess if the bitrate
threshold provided by the BitDetect mechanism offers at least
a good user perceived quality level for different multimedia
clips with various characteristics. Lately, multimedia content
has started to be increasingly used in mobile learning. Since
educational multimedia clips usually have knowledge transfer
purposes, decreasing the quality can impact the learning
process. Therefore, the study has concentrated on educational
multimedia clips having in mind to test also whether the quality

is good-enough for learners to achieve knowledge from multi-
media clips encoded at the recommended bitrates. However, the
BitDetect mechanism may be used with any type of multimedia
clips.
Two mobile devices with different screen sizes were used

in order to assess the performance of the proposed mechanism
for various resolutions. To assess if the recommended bitrate
thresholds enable battery power saving, an experimental test in
which the test sequences were streamed to one of the devices
was also conducted.

A. Multimedia Clips

Eight high-quality H.264 compressed clips were used for the
subjective study. The clips were selected from large collections
of educational clips that are available freely for download on
iTunes U [52] and Miro Guide [53].
The eight clips are representative for the broad category of

educational clips, covering a large spectrum in terms of content
type and dynamicity. The clips have different characteristics and
correspond to various categories of educational clips such as
screencasts, slideshows, presentations, animations, etc. Fig. 2
shows representative frames from each multimedia clip. A short
description of the multimedia clips is provided below.
• Arts—slideshow, consisting of sequences of images with
high level of details, and low dynamicity, represented by
the transitions between the images (e.g. fade-in/out, zoom
in/out, etc.);

• Dubus—interview, presenting low level of dynamicity due
to almost static characters on a static background;

• Hotness—live demonstration, with medium-low dynam-
icity, presenting a demonstrator that shows how to perform
different tasks;

• Hulu—computer screen recording (screencast), with high
level of details (e.g. text, buttons, etc.) and medium-low
dynamicity (e.g. pop-up windows, text typing, cursor
moving, etc.);

• Languagelab—video presenting a computer generated 3D
Virtual Learning Environment, with low-contrast scenes
and low dynamicity (mostly static characters);
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TABLE II
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ORIGINAL HIGH-QUALITY MULTIMEDIA CLIPS

• Obesity—clip characteristic to lecture recordings and pre-
sentations, with medium-low dynamicity, consisting of a
static presenter and a slideshow projection on the back-
ground;

• Sleep—natural scenes with different levels of dynamicity
characteristic to documentaries; textual information in the
form of questions and answers are present in the video;

• Sol—computer generated animations of presenting
concepts such as i.e. the planets orbiting the Sun, with
medium-low dynamicity.

Table II presents the encoding characteristics of the 8 multi-
media clips. MediaInfo [54] software was used for extracting
this information. As already mentioned they were originally
compressed using H.264/MPEG-4 AVC video compression.
The Sol multimedia clip had a resolution of 960 540 pixels,
while the rest of the clips have a resolution of 1280 720
pixels. Arts and Hotness clips had a frame rate of 24 frames
per second, whereas the rest of the clips had a frame rate of
30 frames per second. The video bitrate of the eight original
clips varies between 2000 Kbps and 5200 Kbps. H.264 is a
complex codec with a multitude of settings that can impact
the quality and the bitrate reduction [55]. In order to provide
a better idea about the quality of the original clips, Table II
presents also additional information that was possible to be
extracted about the H.264 compression: the profile used, and
the presence of B-frames and CABAC (Context-adaptive bi-
nary arithmetic coding). Four clips (Arts, Hotness, Sleep and
Sol), were compressed using the Main profile, while the other
four (Dubus, Hulu, Languagelab and Obesity) used the High
profile. B-frames and CABAC can provide additional bitrate
saving or a higher quality for the same bitrate, at the expense
of higher encoding/decoding complexity. The three clips with
the lowest bitrate (2000 Kbps), did not present B-frames but
present CABAC, while the other five clips, with higher bitrates,
present B frames but did not present CABAC.
The different video encoding schemes used for compressing

the eight clips may have an impact on the results of the study.
Unfortunately, while a number of Web sites such as CDVL [56]
and Xiph.org [57] provide some uncompressed or high-quality
clips for research or testing purposes, it was not possible to find
high-quality educational clips compressed with the same set-
tings for all the categories identified.
All the eight original clips presented stereo sound (2 chan-

nels), compressed using the LC (Low-Complexity) profile of the
AAC (Advanced Audio Codec) audio standard. The clip Arts

had an audio bitrate of 160 Kbps and a sampling rate of 48 KHz,
while the other seven clips had an audio bitrate of 128 Kbps and
a sampling rate of 44.1 KHz.

B. Generating Reference Test Sequences for Mobile Devices

Mobile devices have different screen resolutions and video
playback capabilities that need to be taken into account when
encoding a multimedia clip. The eight high resolution mul-
timedia clips are not suitable to be streamed and displayed
on the wide majority of mobile devices. However, they were
selected in order to be able to create reference versions (see
Section III-A) that offer excellent quality level and are suitable
for mobile devices.
The perceived visual quality of a multimedia clip may be de-

pendent on the device screen size and its resolution. Therefore,
the subjective testing was conducted for two different resolu-
tions, 640 360 and 856 480, which are suitable for mobile
devices such as smartphones, tablets and netbooks. The original
aspect ratio of 16:9 was maintained.
Reference video bitrates of 2000 Kbps and 1200 Kbps were

associated for the two video resolutions respectively. The values
were selected based on recommendations found in [58]–[60],
assuming that the above values offer an excellent visual quality
level even for the clips with the highest level of dynamicity.
The reference bitrates correspond to the H.264 / MPEG-4 AVC
video compression.
Two test sequences (part A and part B) were extracted

from each of the eight original multimedia clips. The sixteen
sequences correspond to the eight categories of educational
clips, two sequences per category. Their length varies between
20 and 30 seconds long (see Table III), because each test
sequence was selected to present a learning concept. In this
way, educational questions can be asked in order to assess if the
bitrate thresholds recommended by the BitDetect mechanism
provide a good quality level that supports the learning process.
Eight of the test sequences (Arts A, Dubus A, etc.) were

downscaled to create reference versions for the 640 360 reso-
lution, while the other eight sequences (Arts B, Dubus B, etc.),
were downscaled to create the reference versions for the 856
480 resolution. This was performed using XMedia Recode

[61] media converter software, with 264 [62] video encoder
and FAAC [63] audio encoder. The resolution scaling-downwas
done using bicubic interpolation in order to minimize the distor-
tion artifacts due to aliasing.
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TABLE III
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 16 REFERENCE TEST SEQUENCES

TABLE IV
ENCODING SETTINGS FOR THE REFERENCE TEST SEQUENCES

Apart from the video bitrate and the resolution, all other en-
coding parameters were maintained constant across the sixteen
reference-quality sequences. A summary of the encoding set-
ting are presented in Table IV. 2-Pass Average Bitrate video
encoding mode was chosen, because of the better quality of-
fered as compared to 1-Pass encoding mode. Using this mode,
the compressed video sequences have a bitrate that is identical
to the reference bitrate in all the cases. B-frames and CABAC
were not used, due to the low decoding complexity required by
mobile devices.
The sound was maintained during the subjective testing in

order to provide a more natural viewing experience. Since the
presence of audio may influence the subjective video quality
scores, additional care was taken to reduce this impact. Audio
impairments, as well as a good audio quality were shown to have
an impact on viewers’ ability to identify video artifacts [64],
[65]. However, the impact of audio quality on perceived video
quality was shown to be significantly lower than the impact of
video quality on perceived audio quality of an audio-visual se-
quence (0.2 points versus 1.2 points on a 9-point scale) [66]. In
order to focus users’ attention to the video quality assessment,
the audio components at high quality and with the same settings
were included in all the test sequences. AAC sound compressed
at 64 Kbps was shown to provide comparable audio quality with
uncompressed sound in subjective listening tests [67]. There-
fore, the 128 Kbps audio bitrate used for this experiment can be
considered to provide an excellent audio quality level.
The decision to use different sequences for the two devices

was made in order to avoid influencing the answers to the ed-
ucational questions. If the same sequence is displayed on the

TABLE V
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MOBILE DEVICES

two devices, learners would answer the first educational ques-
tion after seeing only once the sequence on the first device, and
the second question after viewing the sequence twice, on both
devices.

C. Threshold Detection for the Test Sequences

After the reference versions were created for the sixteen test
sequences, their corresponding bitrate thresholds
were detected by applying the BitDetect mechanism. For
each test sequence multiple versions with lower bitrate values
than the reference bitrate were created and their quality was
measured using the SSIM and PSNR metrics. Apart from
the lower video bitrate, these versions are created using the
same encoding settings as for the corresponding references
(see Table IV). MSU Video Quality Measurement Tool [68]
software was used for measuring the two metrics. The bitrate
step between successive lower bitrate versions was selected
equal to 64 Kbps for the 640 360 resolution and 128 Kbps
for the 856 480 resolution.
Therefore, for sequences with a 640 360 resolution, the ref-

erence video bitrate of 1200 Kbps was reduced gradually with
the step of 64 Kbps, and the quality of the resulting versions
was assessed based on the SSIM and PSNR metrics. Using the
BitDetect mechanism, the bitrate threshold was de-
tected as 512 Kbps for the Sleep A sequence and 256 Kbps for
the other seven sequences. Due to the higher level of motion
content, the Sleep A sequence (documentary) required double
video bitrate for the same quality level.
Following the same procedure for the sequences with an

856 480 resolution, the reference video bitrate of 2000 Kbps
was reduced gradually with a step of 128 Kbps. The
bitrate threshold was detected as 768 Kbps for the Sleep B test
sequence and 384 Kbps for the other seven test sequences.

D. Test Setup

Two mobile devices were used during the subjective testing.
The first device, a HP iPAQ 214 PDA, displayed the test se-
quences with a 640 360 resolution. The second device, a Dell
Inspiron Mini 10 Netbook, displayed the test sequences with an
856 480 resolution. The characteristics of the two devices are
summarized in Table V.
In order to maintain a constant luminance level across all

participants the test room was shielded from natural light. The
screen brightness was set to 100% on both devices in order to
offer a maximum visibility for the subjects. To further control
the noise level, the subjects were provided with headphones.
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TABLE VI
RESULTS FOR 640 360 SEQUENCES

TABLE VII
RESULTS FOR 856 480 SEQUENCES

Only one participant was allowed to do the test at any moment
in time. The test sequences were stored and played locally on the
mobile devices. This was done in order to reduce to minimum
the influence of other factors such as the variable network con-
ditions on the perceived quality.
CoreCodec TCPMP [69] open source media player was used

for playing the test sequences on the PDA device, and Google
Chrome [70] web browser with HTML5 video support for the
H.264 codec, was used for playing the sequences on the Net-
book device. The sequences were displayed in full-screen on
the PDA, since the screen resolution width was equal with the
video resolution width at 640 pixels. On the Netbook, the test
sequences were displayed on a 50% level of gray background in
the middle of the screen, at their native resolution of 856 480
pixels, to avoid any distortions caused by the scaling-up process.

E. Subjective Assessment Methodology

The Absolute Category Rating (ACR) [33] method for
assessing the user perceived video quality of multimedia se-
quences was used during the subjective study. The subjects
visualized the sixteen test sequences on the two devices and
they rated their perceived quality independently on the five
level quality scale (i.e. 1—Bad to 5—Excellent). Each sequence
had a bitrate equal with the level detected by the
BitDetect mechanism (see Section IV-C).
First, the test sequences with a 640 360 resolution were

displayed in a random order on the PDA device and rated by
the subjects. After that the test sequences with an 856 480
resolution were displayed in a random order on the Netbook
device and rated by the subjects.

The voting time was not limited to a fixed duration, the par-
ticipants deciding when they were ready to view the next se-
quence. The subjects were not able to pause, stop, or review the
sequences.
Each subject was explained the testing procedure before

starting the test. Personal information and preferences were
collected using a questionnaire. Furthermore, a training session
with different video sequences was provided in order to make
the subjects familiar with the assessment procedure.
Twenty-one (thirteen male, eight female) non-expert subjects

participated in the study. They ranged from different domains:
undergraduate students, postgraduate students and profes-
sionals. Their age ranged from 21 to 37 years old, where the
average age was 27.14 years old. All the subjects have reported
that they had normal vision or have corrected to normal vision
(they were wearing glasses).

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ANALYSIS

A. Subjective Video Quality Assessment Results

To assess if the bitrate values recommended by the BitDe-
tect mechanism offer a good quality, the subjects were asked
to watch the test sequences and rate their perceived quality on
the 1 (Bad) to 5 (Excellent) scale. For each sequence, the mean
value represented as the MOS score, and the standard devia-
tion (STDEV) of the statistical distribution of the assessment
grades were computed. The subjective video quality assessment
results are presented in Tables VI and VII for the two resolu-
tions 640 360 and 856 480 respectively. The two tables also
present the objective PSNR and SSIM values, as well as the
equivalent and scores.
Subjective results show that the majority of the sixteen se-

quences have scored close to level 4 (Good) with an average of
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4.1. One sequence with a 640 360 resolution (Languagelab
A), and two of the sequences with an 856 480 resolution (Arts
B and Obesity B) have scored slightly lower than 4, but higher
than 3.5. Pearson correlation coefficient was computed in
order to assess if the compression rate of the original multimedia
clips influenced the MOS scores achieved by the test sequences.
The results show that the correlation between the bitrate of the
original clips from which the sequences were extracted and the
subjective MOS scores, is significant only when this is com-
puted across all sixteen sequences . Individ-
ually for the two resolutions there is no significant correlation
( for 640 360 sequences, for 856 480
sequences; ). While it may be important to have high
quality original clips for a more accurate detection of the bitrate
threshold, the low correlation values indicate that the subjec-
tiveMOS scores were not significantly impacted by the different
compression rates of the original clips.
When assessing individually the two resolutions tested,

Tables VI and VII show that the average MOS score across
the two resolutions is the same (4.1). A two sample T-Test
analysis on these means values, indicate with a 99% con-
fidence level, that statistically there is no difference in
the final scores for the two video resolutions being tested

. The
Pearson correlation between the MOS scores corresponding to
the two resolutions is . Despite different test sequences
from the same clip were used for the two resolutions, the results
indicate that the BitDetect mechanism has similar performance
across different resolutions characteristic to mobile devices.
The average MOS scores of 4.1 indicating a good quality

level is close to the quality level indicated by the objective met-
rics. The average is equal with 4.5 for both resolu-
tions. The SSIM metric, which measures more accurately the
quality as perceived by the human subjects, indicates a slightly
higher quality. The average is equal with 4.8 for the
sequences with a 640 360 resolution and 4.9 for the sequences
with an 856 480 resolution.
The conclusion that can be drawn from this study is that the

bitrate values recommended by the BitDetect mechanism for
different clips with different characteristics offer a good level
of user perceived-quality. These values are characteristic to the
H.264 video compression. Since, video quality is a complex
measure that can be influenced by a multitude of factors, there
may be situations when clips with lower bitrates than the ones
recommended by BitDetect to be perceived as still having a
good quality. While the proposed mechanism provides a more
general method for detecting content-dependant bitrate thresh-
olds, this could be further improved by considering other factors
such as for example the user preferences.
Table VIII shows the bandwidth saving performance when

BitDetect mechanism is applied in order to decrease the video
bitrate, for the same test sequences. The results show that the
video bitrate can be decreased with up to 80% for most of the
educational type multimedia clips while still maintaining a
good quality level. It is worth mentioning here that 1200 Kbps
and 2000 Kbps are video bitrate levels that are commonly
used for encoding H.264 multimedia content at these video
resolutions.

TABLE VIII
BITDETECT BANDWIDTH SAVING

TABLE IX
EDUCATIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

B. Learning Process Related Assessment Results

In order to assess if the bitrate thresholds recommended by
the BitDetect mechanism are suitable for multimedia-based
learning, the subjects were also asked to answer an educational
question after watching each of the sixteen test sequences [71].
Since the audio was maintained in order to replicate a normal
viewing experience, the questions were carefully selected to
make sure that their answers can be found only in the visual
information being presented. The assumption made was that, if
subjects are able to answer the questions after watching each
clip a single time at the bitrate recommended by the BitDetect
mechanism, than the quality of the clips is good-enough for
learning.
The results for the educational questionnaire are presented

in Table IX. The correct response rate (CRR), computed as the
percentage of correct answers across the 21 subjects is provided
for each of the 16 test sequences. The results show that the ma-
jority of the subjects were able to answer correctly the educa-
tional questions for 15 out of the 16 test sequences. The average
correct response rate was 91% for the test sequences with a 640
360 resolution, and 85% for the test sequences with an 856
480 resolution.

C. Battery Power Saving Results

An experimental testing was also conducted in order to as-
sess the performance of the proposed BitDetect mechanism in
terms of mobile device battery power saving [72]. Each of test
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TABLE X
BITDETECT BATTERY POWER SAVING PERFORMANCE

sequences with the 640 360 resolution was streamed wire-
lessly to the PDA device in two situations. In the first trial the
sequences had the reference video bitrate of 1200 Kbps. For the
second trial the test sequences had the video bitrate equal with
the recommended values of 512 Kbps for the Sleep A sequence
and 256 Kbps for the other seven sequences. Each sequence was
streamed continuously in a loop for one hour discharging the
battery from its full charge of 100%.
To reduce the impact of wireless network conditions on the

results and enable a smooth playback, the devices were main-
tained at a fixed distance from the AP and no other traffic was
present in the test network. Furthermore, the tests were con-
ducted in an environment with few other wireless networks to
reduce the interferences. To reduce the impact of the device set-
tings on the results, the screen brightness level and the audio
was maintained constant, the device power saving was disabled,
while all applications except the video player and the battery
logger were closed.
Battery information such as the battery level, voltage and

temperature were logged at a 10 seconds frequency for the entire
streaming duration. Since the device does not provide informa-
tion about the battery current drain, the battery power saving
is determined by comparing the streaming duration when dis-
charging the battery between the same battery levels. While
measuring the battery discharge time may not be the most ac-
curate method, this provides a good idea about the additional
device usage time a user can gain.
Table X presents the experimental results for a 20% battery

discharge, from 95% level to 75% level. These values were se-
lected as the battery discharge is almost linear in this range and
increasingly non-linear as the battery depletes. The results show
that the battery life can be increased by up to 17% when using
the BitDetect recommended bitrates for streaming multimedia
content to mobile devices. Despite the fact that seven test se-
quences have the same bitrate, different power saving results
are achieved for these sequences. Since the same testing con-
ditions were maintained when streaming each multimedia clip,
the results indicate that the mobile device power consumption
also depends on the decoding complexity of the various multi-
media clips.

VI. CONCLUSION

The research presented in this paper shows that the video
bitrate can be significantly reduced from values that are com-
monly used for streaming multimedia content to mobile de-
vices, in order to reduce the device power consumption, while
maintaining a good user-perceived quality level. The BitDetect
mechanism that uses PSNR and SSIM full-reference objective
video quality assessment metrics in order to detect content-spe-
cific video bitrate levels that enable good user-perceived quality,
was presented. Results from a subjective study indicate that
full-reference metrics in general and PSNR and SSIMmetrics in
particular, can be used to detect good quality bitrate thresholds
for multimedia clips with different content types and dynam-
icity, and for different video resolutions. Furthermore, results
from an educational questionnaire indicate that the bitrates rec-
ommended by BitDetect offer a good-enough quality to support
the learning process, while experimental results show that sig-
nificant battery power can be saved by using the recommended
bitrates when streaming multimedia content to a mobile device.
Two challenges were faced while conducting this research.

The first was represented by the unavailability of uncompressed
or high-quality educational multimedia clips. Since high-quality
educational clips encoded with the same settings could not be
found for all the different categories, clips with different com-
pression rates had to be used. Despite the reduced number of test
sequences, the results indicate that the subjective video quality
scores were not significantly impacted by the different bitrates
of the original clips from which these sequences were extracted.
The second challenge was represented by the limited research
to clearly map the objective values of different metrics, as well
as various bitrate values to subjective user-perceived quality
levels (MOS scores). Full-reference objective metrics estimate
the video quality of a clip as compared to its reference. There-
fore, accurate bitrate threshold detection requires having a good
idea about the perceived quality both of the reference clip and
of its lower bitrate versions.
Future work will explore performance improvements of the

BitDetect mechanism, in order to more accurately detect the bi-
trate threshold for both natural and non-natural clips. Possible
options include using reduced-reference or no-reference objec-
tive metrics, as well as applying the principle of BitDetect to the
subjective study, in order to compare the performance of various
objective metrics with the subjective scores. Additionally, ex-
perimental tests with a wider range of devices and multimedia
clips will be considered in order to assess the effect of device
and coding complexity on the battery power consumption.
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